Attendees: Tom Simmonds, Casey Raymond, Susan Camp, John Huonker, Tim Baumgartner, Jonathon, McDonald, Fritz Messere, Joe Moreau

1. Project updates
Tom Simmonds provide project updates. The Sciences project is moving along, as is the Sheldon Hall restoration. Although there has been much progress on the latter project it is a 2.5 year project and will finish in 2013.

Casey Raymond reported that he and John Moore presented the STARS report to President’s Council. Our campus scored 55.73 out of 100 and received a Silver ranking. Of the 104 schools reported, 0% Platinum (>85), 21% Gold (65–85), 53% Silver (45–65), 20% Bronze (25–45), 6% Reporting (<25%).

2. SCMA & Hewitt Quad
Tom provided a handout of possible groupings of projects in the Hewitt Quad. This will be posted in ANGEL.

To start, Tom reported that the the library was open to the idea of treating Penfield and Lanigan as a single complex. Then Fritz provided feedback from the members of SCMA.

We developed a series of possible project lines, that Tom will summarize and provide to the committee. However, consensus was reached that the first phase of Tyler Hall should address mechanicals, Waterman Theatre & lobby, and a music rehearsal hall. We also agree that Tyler and Hewitt should be treated as a complex for SCMA. One possible arrangement has Theatre & Music primarily in Tyler, and Art and Communication Studies primarily in Hewitt. Fritz suggested that it might be possible to house Theatre and Art in Tyler and Music and Communication Studies in Hewitt.

3. Future meetings: Casey and Tom will contact members after the FA elections to establish the optimal meeting time for Fall semester.